Der Ruf der Berge
(the mountains’ call …)
Growing up at sea-level, on the shores of a southern ocean, I could never quite understand the
fascination mountain-climbing had for so many. I knew it had something to do with being immersed in
a wilderness environment, an attraction to the wild places of the earth commensurate with an ability to
wander far from the madding crowds our species had spawned. But from where I sat, there were
plenty of places to engage the wild without getting high. This perspective was, however, most likely a
function of living in a landscape devoid of high wild; in my part of the world, we either entered the
rainforested belly of the Rainbow Serpent, traversed the sparse spinifex of her outer skin, or drenched
ourselves in the limitless ocean from which she emerged. Perhaps, I thought, climbing mountains had
something to do with a deep-seated desire to explore what was beyond – further than the farthest
horizon, higher than the faintest cloud. Yet I could accomplish same by simply communing from a
rocky headland with a white-capped sea, barely moving a muscle save the one of my imagination.
Of course, all these musings occurred long before I found myself on migration to an alpine land,
small, eng (a perfectly narrow word to mean just that), and landlocked to boot – not a stretch of salty
H2O within cooee. Here it was difficult to see far, to feel yourself beyond the boundaries set by
geological time unless you climbed out of the valleys which were the preserve of human endeavour
and into the high wild where nature still ruled. At its most rational, this was a fair explanation. Yet, as
Pascal held, the heart has its reasons of which reason knows nought. And it was into this space that I
found myself, trying to understand how and why my outer senses could seemingly take light-years to
acclimatise to this completely foreign environment while in the inner-most sanctum of my soul, a feltsense continuously prevailed that I had come home, as Matthiessen had: ‘In another life – this isn’t
what I know, but how I feel – these (Himalayan) mountains were my home; there is a rising of
forgotten knowledge, like a spring from hidden aquifers under the earth’ (Matthiessen 1998, p.100).
Likewise I engaged with a soul-restlessness placated only by walking, and living, the high wild of this
new/old landscape of the heart. I had been ‘called’ as so many before had heard der Ruf der Berge …
Psychoid unity
When the mountains call, we answer – the knowing is primal, instinctual. It is as if our soul veritably
leaps through the skin to answer, such is the desire dwelling in the marrow of our being to connect
with a like essence in the high wild. But why? As a species we have always been drawn to explore, to
wander – further, farther – crossing an entire world in search of sustenance and a warming fireside, a
place to call home. Yet some of us have been drawn higher – to the places where sustenance of the
material kind may be sparse, but soul-food ever in plentiful supply. Still, why?
In his Mountains and Rivers Sutra, the 13th century Zen master Dogen writes: ‘From time immemorial
the mountains have been the dwelling place of the great sages; wise men and sages have all made the
mountains their own chambers, their own body and mind. And through these wise men and sages the
mountains have been actualised. However many great sages and wise men we suppose have assembled
in the mountains, ever since they entered the mountains no one has met a single one of them. There is
only the actualisation of the life of the mountains; not a single trace of their having entered remains’
(Daido Loori, 2008).
Perhaps, then, it is the life of the mountains, their spirit, which calls – so the sages may teach, so we
may learn as we spiral upwards, ever upwards, step-by-step to the summit which beckons beyond the
furthest beyond. Or perhaps we are simply called to walk our wondrous earth consciously, heightening
our awareness as we draw nearer and nearer to heaven that the sheer fact of our ‘existence is a
miraculous and mysterious reality’ (Nhat Hanh 2008, p.12). In the clarity of the high wild awareness
can strike us like a bolt from the blue – that our life right here, right now is the font, the source, of
enlightenment.
Peter Matthiessen’s experience speaks to such clarity: ‘This stillness to which all returns is profound
reality, and concepts such as soul and sanity have no more meaning here than gusts of snow; my
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transience, my insignificance are exalting, terrifying. Snow mountains … serve as a mirror to one’s
own true being, utterly still, utterly clear, a void, an emptiness without life or sound that carries in
itself all life, all sound’ (Matthiessen 1998, p.88). Beautifully expressed, this passage unwittingly
streams Jung’s theory of synchronicity, of ‘meaningful coincidence or equivalence’ between an inner
psychic state and its outer mirror or ‘event’ (Jung 1995, p.419). Such ‘psychic parallelisms’ act to
offer us a glimpse of a pre-existent and unknowable psychoid unity, split between an outer physical
phenomenon and inner psychic image – ‘opposites that can now be recognised’ and brought to
wholeness (Jaffé 1983, p.152).
I look out the window of my ten-foot-square hut directly onto the face of a snowy Cold Mountain. Yet
does our shared existence-in-space bespeak a psychoid unity-in-the-making as complete and seamless
as Han-shan discovered in his high wild home (Snyder 2009, p.49)?
Spring water in the green creek is clear
Moonlight on Cold Mountain is white
Silent knowledge – the spirit is enlightened of itself
Contemplate the void: this world exceeds stillness.
Ever since discovering this valley a
decade ago, I have silently heard the call
of ‘my’ Cold Mountain. Like the tug of
the unseen hand I have long felt the need
to climb its broad Ice Age-smoothed peak,
to sit atop thereon and look back to the
‘me’ I have left across the valley staring
out her window on the world. The call
came but I had no idea why or wherefrom
the desire arose to actually ascend a
mountain I could just as easily commune
with daily, nightly, from my home without
any physical effort.
Intellectually I understood Dogen’s words: ‘The appearance of the mountains is completely different
when we are in the world gazing at the distant mountains and when we are in the mountains meeting
the mountains’; likewise I understood that the sages’ ‘dwelling places’ become their ‘own body and
mind’ (Daido Loori 2008) But I am no sage, no Han-shan – their words washed over me like gentle
rain yet I lacked a binding connection to the depths of their wisdom apart from the vague soulrestlessness instituted by the mountain’s ‘call’. In short, I was in need of more instruction to be able to
put the puzzling pieces of our psychoid unity together ...
The mountains teach
Years past, in the days before Cold Mountain entered my lexicon and heart, in the days when I simply
enjoyed the sheer exhilaration of enjoining the high wild, I scaled a peak in another part of the land. It
was a day of unending blue, and reaching the summit in happy exhaustion, I felt I had ‘done good’.
But before having the chance to wallow too long in any self-important sense of achievement, I found
myself marvelling instead at how the ridges and crests of countless other peaks rolled off into the
distance, seemingly forever. My paltry wander up a hill was suddenly put into perspective; I was as
insignificant an actor in the unfolding aeons-old drama of life as the minor geological formation on
which I stood. We were both part of something much bigger – much broader, taller and altogether
more awe-inspiring. My humility in the moment was keen, only made more so when a golden eagle
drifted lazily not three metres over my head. Turning a nonchalant eye my way, he seemed to be
enquiring: And your point is?
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I thus continued to enjoin the high wild but now with an eagle’s question to answer. And like most
times when I feel the need to transform not-knowing into knowing, the fertile seedbed of my soul is
where the first stirrings of cognition take place:
I am in a Malakut landscape, where words form that my task is to climb a mountain. At first I see the
mountain from far distant, but suddenly have arrived and find I am actually the same size as the
mountain. There is no ‘climb’ to be made after all, but it feels perfectly natural in the context of the
space to embrace the mountain now that I am here. My arms encircle its cool smooth stone and I feel
drawn to kiss it and press my cheek close to its solidity and strength. It is a very special, precious and
calming moment – I feel we are one-together, the mountain and I.
This note in my journal from mid-2011 is the first consciously-uplifted communication from inner to
outer that there is something special about mountain energy, about our relationship to mountain
energy that I need to understand. Who can tell how long this knowing had already been stewing away
within but now it had ripened to the point where ‘I’ could be engaged in the quest. And quest it was –
our family continued to ascend mountains and the Malakut continued to offer infrequent instruction
until the point came where inner and outer knowing conjoined. The following journal entry refers:
I received a very strong instruction during the week – to greet the spirits of the mountains we climb,
and thank them for the opportunity to visit and honour their existence, the sheer sublime fact of their
being. I shared the news with D and he joined me in waving and calling ‘Hello the House!’ on our
way up each of the four-peaks-in-three-days we climbed over the weekend, as well as a thank you at
the top for our safe passage and a stone offered to the cairn thereon. Finally we had ascended my
Cold Mountain and thanks be I received instruction to greet its spirit before we made the pilgrimage!
At the same time I don’t think that we’re not instinctively connecting to the mountain spirits of place
on our way, but the point of the teaching was to make this greeting conscious – that it would generate
a much more powerful resonance of connectivity if loving intent were explicitly expressed.
I experienced the physical manifestation
of this resonance on the third day. On the
way up the last peak, moving slowly,
methodically, across sliced slabs of
massive stone circa 200m below the
summit, I suddenly noticed the chi
‘singing’ in my fingertips to the extent
that it seemed to reach beyond the
extremities of my body to connect with (or
be pulled into) the quantum energy at the
mountain’s core. In the moment, I literally
felt life in the mountain, physical
sentience as much as subtle spirit.
Interestingly, the phenomenon was
preceded by a ‘knowing’ or heart-intuition
of oneness with the mountain – a felt-sense of mergence yet coupled with a clarity that, in the space
we shared, we nevertheless remained our own ‘selves’. Thus did a sense of togetherness prevail, as if
we had moved past the ritual of reciprocal recognition to a state of centred co-belonging, of twinned
‘being-with’ (Irigaray 2002, p.48); as if this energetic outreach was the mountain’s way of affirming
our prior greeting as much as engaging our presence while in its space. Of course none of this
profundity stopped the fact that we were caught in an hour-long hailstorm at the top, making the return
to valley floor extremely treacherous through a slippery field of ankle-deep ice. But I never felt
concerned that we wouldn’t make it down safely. I felt as if the mountain held us in its generous
embrace the whole way, just as I had encircled its simple beingness in the Malakut a year before.
During the event, one evoking Emerson’s observation that the soul already contains in itself the event
that befalls it, ‘for the event is only the actualizing of its thoughts’ (Emerson 2003, p.21), a resonant
hum rose up from the very ground of my soul, tuned at a lower pitch than my earlier ‘sung’ chi but
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still with the selfsame thread of connectivity binding me to the mountain. The hum underpinned the
silence of our concentration on the descent as much as the noisy passage of our stumbles through
crunched ice. A phenomenon I describe as universal resonance in another essay, for the experience
herein related, the following quote is relevant (as well as amply poetic):
‘The secret of the mountains is that the mountains simply exist, as I do myself: the mountains exist
simply, which I do not. The mountains have no ‘meaning’, they are meaning; the mountains are. The
sun is round. I ring with life, and the mountains ring, and when I can hear it, there is a ringing that we
share. I understand all this, not in my mind but in my heart, knowing how meaningless it is to try to
capture what cannot be expressed, knowing that mere words will remain when I read it all again,
another day’ (Matthiessen 1998, p.95).
Yet despite my own mere words, a logorrhoea of mere words, I continue to attempt to write such
events into existence, including the following encounter which seemed to complete my education in
the basics of ‘Mountains 101’.
Meeting Kali
A while back, my youngest son went through a stage of reading a raft of mountaineering books. One
evening he sat on the couch in shock – this particular Swiss Bergsteiger had described in graphic
detail his unsuccessful rescue of a fellow climber on Annapurna, including the hallucinations he
experienced of his friend seemingly calling to him as he shovelled ice and snow atop his corpse during
a blizzard. I read the harrowing chapter myself, similarly dumbstruck by the situations these fellows
encounter, and the risks they knowingly undertake in the well-documented Todeszone. Why? The
perennial question remained on my lips as I headed to bed but in my wandering of the Malakut that
night it was more than successfully answered. My teacher was female energy-pure and she said, quite
matter-of-factly: You are all called; everyone hears der Ruf der Berge.
As soon as these words formed, the rhizome of my brain flooded with light. Connections synapsed all
over its known world in randomly-enacted quantum leaps. Tangential lines-of-flight, they nevertheless
brought me to the same core of cognition, including (but not exhausted by) the following: My own
instruction to greet the spirit of the mountains; the sheer magnitude of creation/destruction at work in
nature on a scale that cannot possibly be expected to spare any life in the wrong place at the wrong
time; and that the vast majority of mountaineers have no conscious awareness lain over their
unconscious primal urge to heed the call of the high wild. This latter line-of-flight was brought into
sharp relief by a complementary teaching all its own about ‘Sherpa-knowing’ (compared with their
ego-/technically-driven ‘masters’): a ‘knowing’ which is equal parts intuitive, genetic, religious,
cultural, a ‘knowing’ that they are ever at the mercy of nature’s sublime force, hence the intoning of
Om mani padme hum as a constant protective ‘shield’ or, if protection cannot be afforded, the comfort
felt by it still gracing their lips at the moment of death.
Throughout the teaching, I felt the presence of the mountains as female, something which came as a
complete surprise given the force of the energy I experienced. My cultural background would suggest
such strength should be male, but the spirit revealed herself as all-woman – fierce, strong, protective,
nurturing: it literally felt like the ‘mother’ of all energies. She then spoke her name: Kali, and another
synapse pulsed with life – Kali, the Hindu goddess of time and change, the consort of Shiva and the
keeper of shakti, the sacred force, the primordial cosmic energy of creation and destruction.
Kali showed me her power. I lived her stone mountains quaking and cracking, crumbling to form the
soil in which life ‘took hold’. I saw the whole chain of life on earth emanate from this force in an
incredibly vivid flash, rich in colour, texture, sound, and one in which I experienced my own calling,
my own Ruf der Berge. Kali said: Surrender and without thought I did, throwing myself facedown on
the earth, loving her, binding myself to her, becoming one with her. Rock, stone, earth, grit, dust – I
merged with the heart of the felt-world and in so doing, absorbed its energy as her gift of grace.
Universal resonance sang in my veins and a blinding white light filled my inner vision, an explosion
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of clarity as to the purpose of this ritual – to honour the matter of which we are made, wherefrom our
body has come, and to whence we shall return.
Kali. Kali. Kali. Instantly I knew what lacks in many mountaineers’ understanding. Likewise are they
called, her all-woman call stirring their loins no less; they long to likewise ‘mate’ with this energy. But
surrender their very selves into her care as Sherpas do? In typical Western patriarchal fashion, instead
they try to dominate, ‘knock the old bastard off,’ as Hillary so ineloquently put it, failing to recognise,
to revere, her majesty and pre-eminence in this, her domain. So many leave their debris and refuse to
foul her sacred places, letting their competitive spirit or a commercial imperative guide their actions in
the high wild. So many are corrupted – by ignorance, lust, power, greed. But still she calls. So she may
teach, so we may learn her laws – of how the world works, of why we must let be, let be, so it can
work as a whole living breathing system, and why all destruction, including our own, however
violently it may seem to take place, is a necessary part of that selfsame law. As eternal as the cycle of
creation and destruction is her call, so we may understand our place in the world, the threads of our
existence as intimately woven into the web of life as all others’.
Cold Mountain Dreaming
Indigenous cultures have their own sacred teachings to express humankind’s relationship to the earth.
Australian Aboriginal tradition, for example, ‘sings’ the land into being via Dreaming stories. Sacred
sites are deemed off-limits to all but the initiated, something they respectfully request those with a
Western mindset to also honour. It is a valid perspective. If people today have forgotten or lost their
access to the ancient wisdom to approach the high wild (or any genius loci for that matter) with
respect and reverence for the sheer wondrous fact of its beingness, then we fall ‘foul’ of sacredness
with each unthinking step taken.
My conscious re-acquaintance with the laws of the ancients was appropriate to my mode-of-being –
direct, unmediated experience is how I learn best. A shamanic initiation in its own right, the ‘gentle
rain’ of Dogen and Han-shan suddenly morphed, via my dramatic encounter with Kali’s energy, into a
binding and holistic connection of psychoid unity.
Matthiessen writes of his own induction into the mysteries of the mountains thus: ‘The ground whirls
with its own energy … in a slow spiral, and … in this vast space and silence, that energy pours
through me, joining my body with the sun until small silver breaths of cold, clear air, no longer mine,
are lost in the mineral breathing of the mountain … I grow into these mountains like a moss. I am
bewitched’ (Matthiessen 1998, p.100).
Nietzsche writes of his experience: ‘I draw
circles and sacred boundaries about me; fewer
and fewer climb with me up higher and higher
mountains. – I am building a mountain chain
out of ever-holier mountains’ (Krell & Bates
1997, p.137). And again: ‘Everything grand,
silent, and brilliant. The collective beauty of
the place caused me to tremble and mutely to
adore the moment of its revelation:
unwittingly, as though nothing could be more
natural, one transposed ancient Greek heroes
into this pure, sharply defined, luminous
world’ (Krell & Bates 1997, p.173).
Commenting on Dogen’s Sutra, John Daido
Loori says: ‘To realise the mountains as one’s own body and mind is transformative’, a statement
which describes my intimate meeting with Kali’s energy in full: ‘Intimacy is the dwelling place of the
great sages … To realise all form as one’s own body and mind is to dwell in a universe that is unborn
and inextinguishable, a universe that has no beginning or end’ (Daido Loori 2008); it is to know the
world as it was sung into existence, like the Aboriginal Ancestors who ‘had been poets in the original
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sense of poesis, meaning “creation”. … The man who went “Walkabout” was making a ritual journey.
He trod in the footprints of his Ancestor’ (Chatwin 1988, p.13-14) along his own Dreaming’s
tsuringa-tracks, or songlines.
With no beginning or end for a body and mind I now know as unborn and inextinguishable, soon again
the moment shall arrive for my family’s annual walkabout between northern and southern hemispheres
along a songline which defines my own ancestral Dreaming, of countless lifetimes spent everhomecoming. This year our tsuringa-track extends to a Gondwana rainforest mountain as old as time,
as deep as memory – a remnant reminder of a vast shield volcano more than 100kms wide that once
breathed in the millennial past, its (now) 1200m-high peak remaining to overlight a wide-stretched
blue sheet of wild southern ocean.
Last year our planned ascent could not take place – track closed as a result of the severe cyclonic
season just over. But for my part, I know why the journey was delayed. It was so I may understand, in
full measure, our task to greet the spirit of Wollumbin, the cloud-catcher, as we begin to climb, to sing
up its magical country with each step taken, and to give thanks at the top for our safe passage ‘home’.
My task goes further, however – to be a message-bearer on behalf of a ten-foot-square hut’s windowframed mountain. For I shall carry with me a stone, a single simple stone of blessing to add to
Wollumbin’s summit cairn as a greeting from one Cold Mountain spirit to another.
I hold this small rough-hewn message-stick forged by alpine Dreaming in my hand, feel the divine
silence it generates within its naturally-occuring form, the ringing resonance of the high wild it
announces, of longer-than presence in the world. No more than a small token of community, but one
that bespeaks shared beingness, a thread of connectivity binding two completely unique geological
sites at either end of the world as surely as all unique forms of sentience are bound, each to the other
to the other without end.
Across a slim sliver of 10,000 miles, between two Cold Mountains amongst the numberless which
exist in all aeons, all worlds, I carry this message in honour of the Kali at the heart of each high wild,
her spirit freely soaring through each blue-beyond, with a cry mirroring Han-shan’s on her tongue
(Snyder 2009, p.62):
All I can say to those I meet:
“Try and make it to Cold Mountain.”
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